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basins associated with an oblique-slip plate bound-
ary in the Canadian Arctic, and deformation at
strike-slip lsstraining bends in Jamaica.

The final section is a useful glossary ofterms used
throughout the book.

What is immediately apparent upon reading this
set of papers is tle structural and sedimentological
complexity of strike*lip regimes. This book provides
an excellent example of the kind of integrated
approach to research that is required to understand
such complexities, and should be a welcome addi-
tion to any earth science library.

Brian D. Risketts
Geological Survey of Canada, Calgary

Roles of Organic Matter in Sediment Diagenesis.
Edited by Donald L. Gautier. Society of Economic
Paleontologists and Mineralogists, Special Publica-
tioh No. 38, Tulsa, Oklahoma, 1986. 203 pages,
$30.00 (U.S.) to SEPM/AAPG members; $38.@ to
nonmembers.

This volume is a collection of 16 papers presented
at the SEPM mid-year meeting in 1984. The papers
represent a reasonable summary of research in dia-
genesis to that date and provide a comprehensive
follow-up to SEPM Special Publication 36, "Aspects
of Diagenesis". The organic chemist or geochemist
may find the title misleading, as tlere is more infor-
mation about the inorganic part of the system. Com-
parison with the papers in "Aspects of Diageuesis"
shows that sonsiderable progress has been made in
attempting to incorporate the organic part of the sys-
tem into inorganic diagenetic studies.

BOOK REVIEWS

Strike-Slip Deformation, Basin Formotion, qnd
Sedimentation Edited by K.T. Biddte & N. Ohristie-

a wide variety of topics that are useful to geology
students and specialists alike. This volump is no
exception. The editors'intention to augment a simi-
lar publication (IAS Special Publication No. d), pub-
lished five years earlier, has succeeded adSirably.
Interest in strike-slip settings has increased e{ponen-
tially in little more than a decade since Crowell's 1974
paper on the southern California basins. Cdncomi-
tantly there has been insreased recogni{ion of
problems inherent in reconstructing the ge0logical
history of strike-slip terranes, and tle diversity of
tectonosedimentary regimes. For example, recon-
structionof sedimentary facies in anyparticu$r basin
is linked in a fundamental way to detailed studies
of the defonnation history. The diversity of sddimen-
tary and structural styles in strike-slip basins that
range in age from Precambrian to Recent is rbflected
in the papers making up tlis volume. Nonq of the
examples presented here duplicates those digcussed
in the IAS volume.

The book is divided into four parts. Part bne, an
Overview, consists of five papers that depl with
general aspects of structural sEle and kine&atics,
basin subsidence, thermal and depositional hlstories.
An introductory paper by Christie-Blick & Biddle
provides an informative summary of many of these
aspects, although in places it is difficult to read

Blick. Socief of Economic and
Mineralogists, Tulsa, Oklahoma, Special
No. 37, 1985, 386 pags. $31.00 U.S.,
members.

The S.E.P.M. series of special pu
ally offers high{uality, up-to-date papers, cpvering

because of a plethora of references. A trio of papers (by Walker, Kocurko, and Cur-
In the second pdrt, six papers describe baslns con- tis & Coleman) bring the reader the latest data rele-

tained in what are broadly defined as Extensional vant to the early diagenesis of sarbonates and car-
Settings. These include basins formed in 4reas of bonate cements in clastic rocks. The group from
regional extensiop such as rift margins, for elample Laramie, Wyoming (Surdam and coworkers) have
the Dead Sea Rift and the Piaui Basin adj4cent to tfuee papers that reflect their recent research. Pyrol-
northern Brazil, and transtensional regimd.s (pull- ysis experiments and kerogen analysis are combined
apart, releasing bends) such as the San Andrdas fault with data on illite/smestite mixtures. A field study
system, and strike-slip basins in northern Spain and relates clay-mineral reactions to the organic reactions
the Canadian Shield. and interprets arelationship between clay dissolu-

Strike-slip basins formed in Contractional Settings dou and generation of organic acids. A third theo-
are the subject ofthe third section of eight pap€rs. reticalstudyinterpretsdissolutionofsilicatesinterms
These contributions emphasue the fact that small of oxidation of organic rnafier by mineral oxidants
basins of extensional or pull-apart origin are not and complexation of aluminum (and thus enhanced
uncommbn in regions of plate convergence, either silicate solubility) by organic species.
at subduction zones or transgressive transform- Twopapers,bylundegard&LandandKharaka
boundaries. Examples include basins formed in close et al., demonstrate that the organic-and inorganic
proximity to thrust belts, as in Vienna Basin slstemsinteract viathe aqueousphase. Lundegard
(Alpine-Carpathian thrust belt) and Spitzbergen, & Land present a detailed account of tle role of
pericollisional basins of the Canadian Cordillera, CO2 in diagenesis in the Gulf Coast and evaluate a
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incorrectly, that for an open system dS=dqlT,
where dq is the quantity of heat received by the sys-
tem, T the absolute temperature and dS the change
in entropy of the system. This error propagated
widely, as described by Tunell, and resulted in the
wide dissemination of incorrect tlermodytramic for-
mulae. Although the correct formula, dS:dqlT+
E q.si, where q is the mass of component i and
q the entropy per unit mass of species i, was pub-
lished more tlan 50 years ago, some pretigious iexts
continue to carry the erroneous formulation. Thnell
givc botl corrected formulae, and the reasoning and
mathematical apparatus necessary to derive them.
A feature of the derivation is the use of a minimum
number of variables, which leads to some results of
unusual appearance. For example, formulae involv-
ing two components are not symmetrical in the two
components. However, such formulations are to be
welsomed, since classical thermodynamics has never
been properly reduced to axiomatic form. Tunell's
results are of more than theoretical interest, since
study of open systems is now much in vogue in con-
nection with ore deposits and metasomatism. One
hopes that such collections will prwent further use
of incorrect formulae. Tunell points out that the
error treated by him may be connested with a view
of heat as sometling that can be transferred isotler-
mally from one body to another, rather than the (cor-
rect) view of heat as energy transferred from one
body to another owing to a temperature difference.
A similar confusion, explicitly pointed out in tle text,
surrounds the definition of work in an open system.
Tunell makes it clear that a suitable operational anal-
ysis and mathematical apparatus avoid all difficul-
ties with these definitions. In this connection, it is
interesting that thermodynamics texts quoted
approvingly in this work tend to be engineering t€xts,
whereas texts on theoretical and chemical ther-
modynamics tend to fare badly.

These thin volumes make no pretence of being
textbooks, and make no attempt to systematically
develop classical thermodynamics in a systematic
mamer. However, they are a model of ther-

Thermodynamic Relqtions in Open Systems. By modynamicreasoning,completelygeneral,yetcare-
George Tunell. Carnegie Iylstitution of Washingtol fully tied to experimental methods. The mathemati
Publication 4A8A, 1917,69 pages. Condensed Col- cal methods involving Jacobians are fully explained,
lections of Thermodynamic Formulaslor One Com- and a necessary theorem proved. T\rnell makes no
ponent and Binary Systems ol Unit and Vqriable concessions for tle sake of ease of style or presen-
Mass. By George Tunell. Carnegie Institution of tation, but tlere is nothing here that cannot be eas-
Washington Publication 4088, 1985, 294 pages, ily grasped by anyone familiar with advanced cal-
$15.00 (U.S.). culus. These volumes will be of interest to anyone

ClassicaL thermodynamics forms a closed body of with a serious interest in thermodynamics, not only
knowledge, theoretically esmplet€. However, as any as a source of carefully checked formulae, but also
practitioner knows, conceptual and theoretical errors as an inspiration to concise, rigorous presentation.
abound in many textbooks on the subject. These two
small bools correst one of the most persislent errors,
introduced, ironically enough, in an obituary for J. K.L. Currie
Willard Gibbs. In 1905 Sir Joseph Larmor wrote, Geological Survey of Canada

nlmber of CO2 sources, including decarborylation
of organic matter. Kharaka and coworkers surruna-
rize and update their data on the sontent of organic
matter in sedimentary pore-waters and show how
these species may influence water chemistry.

The paper by Taguchi el a/. represents atour de
force tnthe application of analytical techniques. The
data reported are almost as overwhelming as tle
number of authors (8). The remaining papers sover
fission-track applications to thermal histories
(Naeser), a multipronged field-study using fluid
inclusions, clay rnineralogy and vitrinite reflectance
(Pollasro & Barker), a field study of tle Brent Sand-
stone @jorlykke & Brendsdal), a fluid-inclusion, sta-
ble isotope and vitrinite-reflestance study in the
Guadalupe Mountains @arker & Halley), a ?ata-
logue of possible reactions involving organic acids,
carbonic acid and minsx6l species (Meshri). Wood
& Hewett round out the volume with sophisticated
matlematical models of fluid flow coupled to ther-
mal mass-transfer.

Overall, this volume is good value for the money.
The price of compilations like this seems to climb
(what doesn't?), and thus they seem less of a bar-
gain thar before. The book does provide an out-
standing starting-point for researchers coming into
the field and a guide book for graduate courses on
diagenesis. The quality of production is good. Most
of the work here shows the study of diagenesis to
be healthy and progressing rapidly. New concepts
are not lacking, but there is certainly not a clear con-
sensus on the manifold problems that the study of
diagenais present$. I recommend the book for those
interested in an overview of recent research in chem-
ical aspects of diagenesis.

Ian Hutcheon
The University of Calgary
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The Magic of Minerals. By Olaf Medenbach and
Harry Wilk. Springer-Verlag, New York , 1986.2M
pages, $45.00 U.S.

It's not often that mineralogists have the chance
to impress their nongeological friends with the fas-
cination of minerals and their myriad crystal-forms.
This coffee-table-sized book provides a device to get
the attention of both those who abhor geology and
those who practice its arcane ways.

The book is not just a collection of pretty faces.
There is an elementary dissourse on the nature of
crystalline substances and a description ofthe phys-
ical properties we have all learned (more or less) to
use in identification. @emember the alternate tast-
ing and acid dousing that accompanied most of our
early efforts?).

The basic structural groups of the silicate minerals
are described in enough detail to suffice in first-year
geology but all this is just icing. This is a book about
which, witl an absolutely slear conscience, you can
say "I only look at the pistures". The photographs
and the quality of their printing are stunning. There
are 110 color photographs, and each one is an
experience. The mineral specimens are works of art
in their own right; whereas nearly every mineral
covered in introductory mineralogy is here, tle
chances of ever seeing specimens Iike these outside
a museum are remote. The book could still serve as
an inspiration to that person in his or her first miner-
alogy course, who is suddenly overwhelmed by the
sheer mass of different nams of minerals. If noth-
ing else, it can provide the student with an interlude
from2/m2/n2/m; alpha, beta, gamma; a,b,c, (or
X,Y,Z)i {1011} and tle biaxial indicatrix.

This book is not cheap, but if you know someone
who needs tleir mineral fix or have a collestor friend
(and a bank account with a margiu for expenditure),
it is outstanding value. Ifyou're stuck for a gift for
a lattice-oriented friend, this would do the trisk.

The description tlat accompanies each photograph
is a wonderful combination of the historical origins
of the mineral name, its uses and a physical descrip-
tion. A treasure house of information is stored in
readable form on each page. I san highly lesommend
this book fqr experienced geologists who love
minspls and as an inspiration to novices in the field.

Ian Hutsheon
The University of Calgary

The Stillwater Complex, Montana: Geologt and
Guide. G.K. Czamanske and M.L. Zientek, teshni-
cal editors. Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
(Main Hall, Montana College of Mineral Science and
Technology, Butte, Montana 59701), 1985, Special

Publication 92, 396 p., 4 geological maps. Price: US
$28.00 (softbound).

This book on the Stillwater Complex, Montana,
is an up-todate synthesis of Stillwater geology. It
was prepared, in part, as a detailed guide for field-
trip participants in Project 161 of the IGCP on sul-
fide deposits in mafic and ultramafic rocks, as well
as those from tle fourth Platinum Symposium, 1985.
The result is an excellent combination of observa-
tion, desciption, direction, clarification, hypotheses
and bibliography, prepared by many authors from
illryeys, universities and industries, with a strong
guiding hand from the USGS.

The volume sonsists of 28 chapters, plus an exten-
sive bibliography (15 pages), otler references and
four uncolored geological maps. Unfortunately,
there is no single map of tle complex as a whole.
The chapters are of uneven length and quality, a
result of the multiautlor approach. In general, the
first half of the book provides the geological frame-
work of the Complex, including a very necessary
chapter that pulls together the many stratigraphic
approaches and varied terminology that have been
used in tle Stillwater litera,ture; the second half deals
with detailed direcfions to, and descriptions of, out-
standing exposures. The chapters are richly illus-
trated with photographs (many of them quite delieht-
ful historicd and hysterical mementos of Stillwater
history), as well as pen sketches. Especially valua-
ble to the field tripper will be the panoramic photos
with superimposed geological contacts.

The standards in the book (such as presentation,
editing, style, paper) are very high, although some
groups of photographs have very low contrast. Some
of the many maps are reduced to such a scale that
a hand lens is necessary for careful appreciation; on
the whole, however, the diagrams and figures are
very good. This book is meant to be taken to the field
and used in self-guided study of tle Stjllwater Com-
plex; because of the very poor binding, however, it
will certainly not last beyond the second or third
stop. Bindiqg it with a hard cover will make it an
excellent purchase for field trips to the CoFplex, or
in the lecture room and laboratory.

The value of this book will mainly be apparent on
field fips, but it is also useful in senior and graduate-
level courses that deal with layered intrusions and
their metallogeny. The volume does contain a wealth
of information that has not been published, as well
as vast quantities of good descriptive material that
can be put to good use intrying to sort tfuough some
of tle published genetic models of such enigmatic
processes as crystallization of the Stillwater magmas,
magma mixing, chromite and platinum-group-ele-
ment concentration.

David H. Watkinson
Carleton University
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QuantitativeData Filefor Ore Minerals (second edi-
tion). By A.J. Criddle and C.J. Stanley. British
Museum (Natural History), London, 1986, 420
pages. f,95.@.

The second edition, which contains tviice as much
information as the original 1977 edition, has data
for 328 minslal gpssiss and 92 mineral varieties. All
the common minerals are included, as well as many
of the less common and rare species. Three keys
(COM wavelength, color values, and reflectance data
in air and oil, 446460 n-, are provided foi mineral
identification.

This data file makes possible the routine identifi-
cation of ore minerals by the microscope-photo-
meter. The quality of presentation is excellent, with
ttre data in black Ope easyto read ontle format card
in blue type. The nomenclaiure of minerals should
have followed I.M.A. rules at all times.

This book is essential for all libraries and ore
microscopists

Peter Bayliss
University of Calgary

MINERALOGICAL.SOCIETY MONOGRAPH 5

CRYSTAL STRUCTURES OF
CLAY MINERALS AND THEIR

X.RAY IDENTIFICATION
EDITED BY

G. W. BRINDLEY and c. BROWN

This Monograph was published in 1980 and provides an authoritative account of
the fundamentals of the structures of clay minerals. It has now been reprinted with
updated corrections and amendments and forms a comprehensive practical hand-
book for the requirements of modern clay analysis

Reprinted with amcndmea* 19M pp. 504 7 plaes 97 figures
, 'Clothbound size 245xIM mtn

Plice 40.40 $70.00 US) post free
To members fol their penonal use t22.50 ($52.50 US)

Copies may be obnined from:
. The Publications Manager

ll'ffi:ix1"8us;cietr
London SW7 5HR




